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«Promtechnologia» (Industrial Technology) company directs careful
attention to its products’ quality which allows it to gain some impressive results:
Orsis rifles’ accuracy exceeds their most common counterparts’ results greatly.
This reality is confirmed by the multiple winning scores of shooters participating
in high-accuracy shooting international competitions with their Orsis rifles in
hands. There is a parameter in ballistics called “minute of angle” (or MOA)
which estimates accuracy of shooting and it is defined, as a rule, by a group
of 3-5 shots. Rifles having MOA ratio less than 1 are called sniper rifles.
«Promtechnologia» company guarantees that all Orsis rifles demonstrate
accuracy not over 0.5 MOA and a number of models demonstrate even better
performance.
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President’s Message

Dear friends!
The first catalogue of «Promtechnologia» (Industrial Technology)

We support our shooters’ aspiration to be the best hunters and

company is now introduced for your kind attention and, as you will

sportsmen. Our company has made a decision to diversify our line

be looking through its contents, you will find that it represents the

of arms therefore we signed agreements with the principal arms

result of efforts made by the shooters for their colleagues. We all

manufacturers to assemble Glock (Austria) pistols, ArmaLite (USA)

have a lot to be proud of. Back in March 2011 the production of

semi-automatic rifles and Marocchi (Italy) shotguns.

rifles branded Orsis (ORuzheinye SIStemy – weapons systems) was
launched. Firearms factory was built from scratch and equipped

Our designers are gearing to create new models of small arms.

with modern machinery containing 40 different digitally-controlled

We are willing to have our weapons more comfortable, available

(CNC) processing hubs. This unique equipment ensures production

and accurate for you to be satisfied with them to appreciate them

of barrels with almost ideal inner geometry parameters and we may

and to be proud of them.

add that such machinery complex to produce that high-end level
barrels is the only one available in Europe today.

Respectfully,

Eventually everything is produced on our own account. We have full

Svetlana Nikolaeva

high-accuracy arms manufacturing process on the base of our fac-

President of Promtechnologies Group (Industrial Technologies)

tory’s capacities: barrels production, action and trigger assemblies
and stocks production, fitting and adjustment, testing of the finished
products. All models of the rifles represent completely original de-

Our rifles are tested by the most demanding and most strict
judges – sporting shooters. And we are proud that Russian marksmen and civil shooters are training and winning with our rifles. We
are greatly thankful to all shooters assisting us with performing better by their comments. Together with you we improve our technologies of the rifles production and make them better. And we share
with your pleasure of every single accurate shot.

ORSIS HIGH-PRECISION FIREARMS SYSTEMS

sign of our construction department.
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Orsis SE T-5000 M

ORSIS
SPECIAL

Orsis AR-10

It might be a limit for someone,
but it is just another challenge for Orsis
Orsis M-15

6

Orsis Special rifles are designed for those who are used to acting rather than accepting a compromise.
This line of arms guarantees uncompromising reliability under toughest conditions and extreme situations.
Orsis Special line range is represented by our own designs like high-accuracy rifle T-5000 M as well as
internationally acclaimed legendary AR-10 and M-15 Armalite models. Each Orsis rifle is manufactured
on the base of the most advanced technologies and modern equipment. Therefore, Orsis Special rifles
show exceptional accuracy duly appreciated by professional shooters and marksmen.
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Such outstanding
properties of the leading Orsis Special line
masterpiece – T-5000
the victory of the group
“Alpha” of the Special
Forces Center for the
Russian Federal Security Service in the World
Championship of Police
and Military Snipers held
in Hungary.
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rifle – were confirmed by

ORSIS SPECIAL
Caliber

308 Win

260 Rem

6.5х47
Lapua

300 Win
Magnum

338 Lapua
Magnum

Barrel length (mm)

660

660

660

700

700

Twist rate

11

8

8

10

10.75

Grooves

4

4

4

6

6

Weight

5.8

5.8

5.8

6.1

6.2

Folded position (mm)

1240

1240

1240

1297

1297

Unfolded position (mm)

971

971

971

1028

1028

Capacity

5/10

5

5

5

5

Effective range of fire (m)

up to 800

up to 1000

up to 1000

up to 1200

up to 1500

ORSIS SE T-5000 M
Exceptional accuracy
High-accuracy Orsis T-5000 M rifle is an outstanding result of our company’s designers efforts. This model was created in cooperation with professional shooters
and has the properties required for a customer in Russian and Global markets. T-5000 M model is a hand-reloaded repeater with sliding bolt and two front locking
lugs. It is a multi-purposed weapon. Its properties provide high-accuracy long shots (up to 1500 m distances), high level of shooter’s comfort while preparing for
a shot, shot and recoil phases, swift sighting line recovery, excellent reliability and ergonomics.
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Orsis SE T-5000 M Composition

Butt pad

Stock folding joint

Special wear-resistant

Steel-made, enhanced

Two-lugged action

Tactical fore-end

ORSIS tactical muzzle brake

rubber-made, vertically adjustable

durability feature

Sliding breech bolt design

with replaceable Picatinny rails

Four-chambered, slot-type

Cheek piece Heavy-duty

Picatinny rail to install all types

Swivel

polymer-made, vertically adjustable

of scopes and sighting devices

to fix bipod and carrying sling

Polymer-made fore-end plate
High-accuracy barrel
Special stainless, barrel-quality steel-made

Detachable magazine guide

CNC single-pass cut-rifling bore processing
Light-alloy-made stock

Rear support (option)
Special stock design

Ergonomic pistol grip

To hold the rifle comfortably and firmly

Trigger assembly of original design with adjustable
trigger control and two-staged pull, reliably protected

Available Cerakote colours
A number of independent tests carried out at US military
facilities on the base of ASTM D4060 Standards proved
Cerakote coating superiority over existing analogues.
GRAPHITE BLACK

SNIPER GREY

TUNGSTEN

ODB GREEN

DESERT SAND

TITANIUM

ORSIS HIGH-PRECISION FIREARMS SYSTEMS

from dust and dirt penetration
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ORSIS SPECIAL

Orsis SE T-5000 M

A rifle is its geometry: precision of make and quality of final assembly for all its parts guarantee
accuracy of weapon and control in shooting.

Orsis barrels are made by single-point cut-rifling CNC technology which is the most precise
current barrel production method which ensures the groove clearances less than 0.0025 mm
in depth and the twist rate clearances – less than 0.004 mm for each meter of barrel length.
Action assembly’s body is manufactured of martensitic stainless steel and the central bore is
processed by CNC EDM machine. Many parts are cut on the final hardening stage to ensure
maximal geometric precision parameters. All steel parts are made of stainless steel only.
Special attention is applied to manufacturing process and high-quality materials selection
that allows referring to extended barrel life in comparison with traditional estimates for these
calibers.

ORSIS tactical muzzle brake. Four-chambered, slot-type

Two-lugged action with sliding breech bolt
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Picatinny rail to install all types of scopes and sighting devices
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Design particulars

Ergonomic pistol grip

Adjustable cheek piece and butt pad might be fitted on the stock

Each manufacturing operation is completed by follow-up control and all parts are
tested instrumentally after each production cycle. Final assembly operation is
mechanisms’ functioning is repeatedly and thoroughly controlled.
The balance and weight of a rifle are so calculated as to ensure exact backward
recoil which allows following the target even in shooting process. Effective muzzle
brake reduces recoil almost in a half and adjustable trigger ensures to make a shot
without any flaws in quality of aiming. High stock rigidity and stability keeps “zero”
sighting even past long time.
High-accuracy barrel is made of special barrel-grade stainless steel

ORSIS HIGH-PRECISION FIREARMS SYSTEMS

very thoroughly controlled and firing tests are executed, finishing is checked and

ORSIS SPECIAL

ORSIS M-15 Carbine
Legendary quality
Semi-automatic Orsis M-15 hunting carbine
e is the legendary army typ
type «black rifle».
The model was developed by Armalite company (USA) based on M-15 Carbine. Only
original US-made parts
ts and unique Orsis
Or barrels produced from oxy-carbonitrated
steel are used to assembly this rifle.

12

Caliber

223 Remington (5.56x45 mm NATO)

Barrel

16’’, produced by Orsis, Steel 4140

Twist rate

8

Grooves

4

Gas chamber equipped

with A2 front sight

Receiver equipped

with Picatinny rail

Trigger assembly

Tactical two-stage trigger assembly: 1-st stage pull — 1.5 kg;
2-nd stage pull - 2 — 2.5 kg

Total length

830 / 900 mm

Weight

2.96 kg

Set package

10-round magazine, detachable carry handle/rear sight, sling
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Orsis M-15 Carbine Design

Telescopic-type

Detachable carry handle.

Direct gas impingement

Lightweight

Gas chamber

Removable flame

stock

Picatinny rail on the receiver

operating automatic

plastic fore-end

with A2 front sight

suppressor

system

Ergonomic
handle

Forged receiver
with durable coating

High-precision barrel
is made of special stainless steel.

Tactical trigger

Detachable 10-round

assembly

magazine

Renowned Armalite company (USA) raised to fame back in last century’s late 50s due to developing a line of innovative rifles that
looked quite unlike their counterparts produced in arms industry up to date. Innovative design created by Armalite’s engineers still
sets the standards for evaluation of new models.
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ORSIS SPECIAL

Orsis M-15 Carbine

Orsis oxy-carbonitrated steel
(Steel 4140) barrel
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Design particulars

Telescopic-type stock

Tactical two-stage trigger assembly

ORSIS HIGH-PRECISION FIREARMS SYSTEMS

Lightweight plastic fore-end and removable flame suppressor

ORSIS SPECIAL
Caliber

ORSIS AR-10 National Match
The famous «American»
Hunting semi-automatic carbine Orsis AR-10 is based on the famous Armalite AR-10 National Match
semi-automatic rifle. Only original US-made parts are used to assembly this rifle complemented with
unique Orsis barrels manufactured of weapon-grade steel by single-pass cut-rifling CNC technology.

16

.308 Win (7.62x51 mm NATO)

Barrel

Orsis stainless steel 416R
20” barrel

Twist rate

11

Grooves

4

Gas chamber equipped

with Picatinny rail

Receiver equipped

with Picatinny rail

Trigger assembly

Match two-stage trigger assembly:
first stage pull — 1.1 kg;
second stage pull — 2 kg

Full length

1050 mm

Weight

5.3 kg

Set package

10-round magazine, sling, detachable
sling swivel, removable front sight,
detachable carry handle/rear sight
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Orsis AR-10 National Match Design

Detachable carry handle.

Direct gas impingement

Fore-end

Gas chamber

Removable flame

Picatinny rail fitted on receiver

operating automatic

mounting

with A2 front sight

suppressor

system

system

Ergonomic
handle

Forged receiver

High-accuracy barrel is made of special

with durable anodized coating

barrel-grade stainless steel. CNC single-pass

Detachable 10-round

assembly

magazine

Renowned Armalite company (USA) raised to fame back in last century’s late 50s due to developing a line of innovative rifles that
looked quite unlike their counterparts produced in arms industry up to date. Innovative design created by Armalite’s engineers still
sets the standards for evaluation of new models.
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cut-rifling bore processing
Match trigger

ORSIS SPECIAL
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Orsis AR-10 National Match

Only original US-made parts are used to assembly this rifle
complemented with unique Orsis barrels manufactured of
weapon-grade steel by single-pass cut-rifling CNC technology.
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Design particulars

Upgradable butt

Match trigger assembly

ORSIS HIGH-PRECISION FIREARMS SYSTEMS

Removable flame suppressor
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Orsis 120/140

ORSIS
HUNTING

Orsis SE Hunter M

It might be a hobby for someone,
but it is just another exciting adventure for Orsis
Orsis SE Alpine M

Marocchi Shotguns
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Orsis hunting rifles are dedicated to those who want to conquer the world, to challenge the nature and are
not able to imagine their lives without vivid impressions. Orsis Hunter rifles represent the outcome of our
own unique design, which can meet aspirations of the most demanding hunters.This line’s models have
repeatedly proved their exceptional durability and service performance in a variety of different situations:
under the scorching sun of Africa, in extreme Russian frost and humid tropics conditions. Therefore, Orsis
rifles suite best for both experienced and novice shooters and for any type of hunts whether it is classical,
mountain or safari.
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«My Orsis Hunter was tested in
two large African hunts and six
ones in Russia. The conditions,
eventually, were totally different:
from snow and extreme cold
down -25 °C in one case to rain
and +38 °C in the shade in the
second one. The rifle showed no
failure whatsoever. Cleaning and
lubrication were performed before
the hunt and following back home,
while nil maintenance was carried
out in the course of the hunt. Orsis
rifles are equipped with a polished

only. Therefore, cleaning takes
minutes rather than hours!»

Yevgeny Spiridonov
Renowned hunter,
Editor-in-Chief
of SportsAfield Magazine

ORSIS HIGH-PRECISION FIREARMS SYSTEMS

bore and therefore are subject to
minor staining and metal fouling
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Caliber

.223 Rem

Barrel length, mm
Inclination of the grooves, inches
Number of grooves

.243 Win
22” (558 mm)

10

10

11

4

4

4

Weight, kg
Magazine capacity

3,4
3

ORSIS 120/140
Mass Carabine of Premium Quality
This ORSIS premium quality popular carbine is the long-awaited newest Russian produced carbine. It is the first civilian Russian hunting carbine that
was created in response to numerous requests and opinions of professional hunters. In an attempt to combine handling simplicity and unwavering
quality, design bureau engineers created a bolt-action carbine that inherited all the best features of other hunting rifle models produced by the
Company. ORSIS 120/140 is intended for those customers who value not only quality but also price affordability. That model will also become
an excellent option for those hunters who buy their first rifled weapon because it combines simplicity and reliability.

22

.308 Win
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Orsis 120/140 Design

Butt pad of special

Three positions

Two-lugged bolt

safety catch

action assembly

wear-resistant rubber

Orsis 120 barrel is made of barrel

Bolt handle grip

Capability to mount a Picatinny rail

steel at CNC machine tools using

or Appel bracket

button-riffling technology

Swivel for mounting
a bipod or a sling

of original design

Three-round

Orsis 140

The Orsis 140 carbine has a stock made
ade of a synthetic material that is resistant
his model is ideal choice for those who value
to abrasion and low temperatures. This
practicality in weapons.

Walnut stock

detachable magazine

ORSIS HIGH-PRECISION FIREARMS SYSTEMS

Dust- and dirt-proof trigger mechanism
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Orsis 120/140

The bolt has an original three-position safety
that is installed in all ORSIS rifles. The charging
handle pommel is drop-shaped which is the
most popular option among customers. Basic
configuration rifle metal parts have a Black
Graphite color Cerakote coating.
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Model design

Orsis 120 barrel is made of barrel steel at CNC machine tools

Orsis 140 model has a stock made of a synthetic material

The barrel is manufactured using the button-rifling technology of high quality barrel steel.

rubber and a serrature on the handle that provides for a comfortable and secure grip.
Orsis 140 model has a stock made of a synthetic material that is resistant to abrasion and
low temperatures.

Traditional style of the stock with an in-line buttstock is a hunting classics. The weapon has
lower stock swivels for fastening of supports and a sling. The rifle is equipped with an original
trigger developed by the Orsis engineering bureau which is protected against environmental
exposure and contamination.
Butt pad of special wear-resistant rubber

ORSIS HIGH-PRECISION FIREARMS SYSTEMS

The Orsis 120 carbine has a noble wooden stock, with a backplate made of wear-resistant

ORSIS HUNTING
Caliber

Twist rate

Grooves

.223 Remington

12

4

22" (558 mm)

.243 Winchester

10

4

22" (558 mm)

.30-06 Springfield

11

4

22" (558 mm)

.308 Winchester

11

4

20" (22")

9.3x62 Mauser

14

6

20" (22")

* rifles can be equipped with extra barrels

ORSIS SE HUNTER M
Universal Classics
Orsis Hunter M is designed for different types of hunting. Created for extreme conditions, this classic rifle is manufactured on the basis of a
lightweight repeater two front locking lug bolt action. All steel parts have enhanced stainless properties. This model has justly earned recognition
and popularity among hunters due to its exceptional properties: durability under tough and extreme conditions, convenience and ease of operation.
Orsis Hunter M rifle might be produced in right-hand and left-hand versions.
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Barrel length

27

Orsis SE Hunter M Design

Three positions

Two-lugged bolt

Orsis muzzle brake compensator

safety catch

action assembly

of special design reduces recoil

Various bolt handle grips to choose

Picatinny rail to install all types of scopes and sighting devices

when ordering

(fast-fitting Apel mounts might be installed)

Adjustable cheek
Iron sights

Detachable magazine

Adjustable two-stage pull trigger assembly of original design.

B1-grade

Dust- and dirt-proof

laminated or walnut stock

Swivel for mounting a bipod

High-accuracy barrel is made of

or a sling

special barrel-grade stainless steel.
CNC single-pass cut-rifling bore
processing

Stock Models Design

B1

М3

ORSIS HIGH-PRECISION FIREARMS SYSTEMS

piece option

ORSIS HUNTING
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Orsis SE Hunter M

The rifle is equipped with trigger assembly, originally
developed by the company’s own design bureau. It is
isolated from outer hazardous influences. The model comes
with the following trigger assembly modifications:
Standard: pull 750-850 g

28
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Design particulars

Three round magazine

Standard version includes glass bedding and pillar bedding
Adjustable cheek piece option

ORSIS HIGH-PRECISION FIREARMS SYSTEMS

Special muzzle brake compensator design reduces recoil up to 50%
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ORSIS HUNTING
Caliber

Twist rate

Grooves

.300 Winchester

11

6

24" (610 mm)

.338 Lapua Magnum

10.75

6

24" (610 mm)

8

6

26" (660 mm)

6.5x55 Swedish

* The rifles can be equipped with extra barrels

ORSIS SE ALPINE M
Reliability under extreme conditions
Orsis SE Alpine M is designed especially for mountain hunting and shooting over medium and long distances. Being created for tough conditions,
this rifle is manufactured in specialized hunting calibers with flat trajectory. All metal parts of the rifle are made of stainless steel which enhances
greatly its reliability and resistance to outer hazards. Hunters like nobody else are aware of how moist environment or low temperatures can damage
mechanisms and adversely affect the quality of fire.

30
30

Barrel length
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Orsis SE Alpine M Design

Butt pad

Three positions

Lightweight two-lugged bolt

in special wear-resistant rubber

safety catch

action assembly

Orsis muzzle brake compensator
of special design reduces recoil

Various bolt handle

Picatinny rail to install all types of scopes and sighting devices

Barrel flutes reduce weight and

grips option when ordering

(fast-fitting Apel mounts might be installed)

enhance barrel cooling

Vertically
adjustable cheek
piece option

High-accuracy barrel is made of special barrel-grade
stainless steel. CNC single-pass cut-rifling bore processing

Adjustable two-stage pull trigger assembly of original design.

B1-grade

Swivel for mounting

Dust- and dirt-proof

laminated or walnut stock

a bipod or a sling

Stock Models Design

B1

М3

ORSIS HIGH-PRECISION FIREARMS SYSTEMS
S

Detachable magazine
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ORSIS HUNTING

Orsis SE Alpine M

The rifle is equipped with an original trigger assembly
developed in the company’s own design bureau.
The assembly is isolated from hazardous outer influence

32
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Design particulars

Two-lugged bolt action assembly and a three-position safety catch

All metal parts of the rifle are made of improved properties stainless steel and coated

Standard version includes glass bedding.
Stock with adjustable cheek piece and butt pad

ORSIS HIGH-PRECISION FIREARMS SYSTEMS

with corrosion-proof black Cerakote coating.
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MAROCCHI Si12 / Walnut
Famous quality in a classic design
Shotgun Marocchi Si12 with a semi-auto inertia operating system was created for all kinds of hunting, especially for those where
lighter guns are preferred. The advantages of the model are proved by simplicity and ease of maintenance along with its extreme
reliability. Its weight of about 3 kg ensures quick aiming, fast and crisp sight alignment. All its parts are manufactured in Italy while
final assembly is carried out at the Orsis factory. The combination of magnificent St. Etienne barrel-grade steel with high-precision
drilling technology plus additional chromium lining allows Orsis to produce barrels with minimum weight and maximum consumer
qualities. The stock and fore-end of the rifle are made of matte finished walnut. Marocchi Si-12 presents a practical and modern
design shotgun created in strict compliance with Italian quality standards.
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Marocchi Si12 / Walnut Design

Stock material:

Semi-auto inertia

walnut

operating system

Vent rib barrel

Lightweight receiver

Magazine capacity: 4 + 1

made of highly durable light alloys

Set of interchangeable
choke tubes included

Caliber

12/76

Semi-auto operating system

Inertia

Barrel length

760 mm

The famous Italian Marocchi company was founded in 1922 and has been

Сhokes

Set of 5 interchangeable choke tubes included

successfully developing ever since under the leadership of four generations of the

Barrel bore

Chrome

Marocchi family. Gathering nearly a century of designing and creating arms for

Magazine capacity

4+1

Weight

3.1 kg

hunting and shooting experience, Marocchi company manufactures products of
exceptional quality. The elegancy of Marocchi’s models style is reminiscent of the
best Italian traditions.

ORSIS HIGH-PRECISION FIREARMS SYSTEMS

with wear-resistant coating

ORSIS HUNTING

MAROCCHI Si12 / Plastic
Contemporary solution to reach the highest reliability
Marocchi Si12 semi-auto inertia operating system shotgun provides effective shooting over long and extra long distances. Marocchi manufactures its own
barrels by high-precision drilling fully provided 100% control of barrel’s wall thickness. Therefore these barrels are considered to be among the best
on the market today. Combination of magnificent St. Etienne barrel-grade steel with high-precision drilling technology plus additional chrome lining ensures
manufacturing of lightweight barrels with excellent consumer qualities. The stock and fore-end are made of a synthetic matte material comprising nylon
and fiberglass which provides enhanced shock resistance for the model, as well as elastomer which significantly reduces recoil.
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Marocchi Si12 / Plastic Design

Semi-automatic inertial

plastic

reloading system

Vent rib barrel

Lightweight receiver

Magazine

made of highly durable light alloys

capacity: 3+1

Interchangeable choke

Caliber

12/76

Semi-auto operating system

Inertia

Barrel length

710 mm

The famous Italian Marocchi company was founded in 1922 and has been

Chokes

Set of five interchangeable choke tubes included

successfully developing ever since under the leadership of four generations of the

Bore lining

Chrom

Marocchi family. Gathering nearly a century of designing and creating arms for

Magazine capacity

4+1

Weight

3 kg

hunting and shooting experience, Marocchi company manufactures products of
exceptional quality. The elegancy of Marocchi’s models style is reminiscent of the
best Italian traditions.

tubes set

ORSIS HIGH-PRECISION FIREARMS SYSTEMS

Stock material:

ORSIS HUNTING
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Marocchi Si12 / Walnut

Rifle stock and fore-end made of matte walnut

New generation inertial
operating system on the base
of lightweight steel action
assembly and highly durable
light alloys with wear-resistant
coating
Si12 shotgun was designed under consideration of quite frequent taking-off and its
internal parts cleaning by amateur users rather than a professional gunsmith.
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Marocchi Si12 / Plastic

Rifle stock and fore-end made of matte walnut

Rifle stock and fore-end are
finished material -nylon and
fiberglass - which provides
enhanced shock resistance
and includes elastomer
which assists to reduce recoil
significantly.
Its production involves the most advanced fully computerized technological
processes and meets the highest quality standards in the industry.

ORSIS HIGH-PRECISION FIREARMS SYSTEMS

made of synthetic matte

ORSIS HUNTING

MAROCCHI FIRST-E
Elegant ease and simplicity
Marocchi First shotgun is designed for use under harsh climate conditions. This model fits perfectly for beginners and experienced hunters alike who prefer
over shotguns. Marocchi First shotgun is highly estimated primarily for its user-friendly and lightweight properties and its unique mechanism exemplifies
manifestation of durability and reliability. The stock and fore-end are made of high-quality oil-finished walnut. Engraving on the nickel-plated receiver lends
exquisite elegant look to the rifle.
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Marocchi First-E Design

Stock material:

Safety device

Walnut

and shot sequence catch

Trigger

Set of interchangeable choke tubes

Caliber

12/76

Barrel length

710 mm

Receiver

ergal

Receiver finishing

nickel finished receiver with ‘birds’ engraving

Trigger

single selective trigger

The famous Italian Marocchi company was founded in 1922 and has been

Extractor

automatic

successfully developing ever since under the leadership of four generations of the

Stock and fore-end

oil-finished walnut

Marocchi family. Gathering nearly a century of designing and creating arms for

Weight

2.8 kg

Package

set of interchangeable choke tubes, key, sling swivel

hunting and shooting experience, Marocchi company manufactures products of
exceptional quality. The elegancy of Marocchi’s models style is reminiscent of the
best Italian traditions.

ORSIS HIGH-PRECISION FIREARMS SYSTEMS

included

ORSIS HUNTING

MAROCCHI FIRST-E Deluxe
Perfect Italian quality
Marocchi First Deluxe shotgun means famous Italian quality and technical outfit of the First models brought to perfection. Any hunt will come as a pleasant
adventure due to user-friendly mechanism and the lightweight of the famous Italian over shotgun. The stock and fore-end are made of high-quality oil-finished
walnut. Gilded-style engraving on the nickel-plated receiver lends especially elegant appearance to the rifle.
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Marocchi First-E Deluxe Design

Stock material:

Safety device

Walnut

and shot sequence catch

Trigger

Set of interchangeable choke tubes

Caliber

12/76

Barrel length

710 мм

Receiver

ergal

Receiver finishing

nickel finished receiver with ‘birds’-style engraving

Trigger

single selective trigger

Extractor

automatic

Stock and fore-end

oil-finished walnut

Weight

2.8 kg

hunting and shooting experience, Marocchi company manufactures products of

Package

set of interchangeable choke tubes, key, sling swivel,
plastic case

exceptional quality. The elegancy of Marocchi’s models style is reminiscent of the

The famous Italian Marocchi company was founded in 1922 and has been
successfully developing ever since under the leadership of four generations of the
Marocchi family. Gathering nearly a century of designing and creating arms for

best Italian traditions.
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included
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ORSIS HUNTING

Marocchi First-E Deluxe

The gun acquired its lightweight due
to Ergal material utilization to make
the receiver. The First model is available
in manual or automatic extraction
versions. Even the most demanding
hunt will be easy and cool with this
over/under shotgun of yours.
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Design particulars

Gilded-type ‘bird’ engraving on both sides of the gun gives it a unique cool and fresh
style appearance. The stock and fore-end are traditionally produced of oil-finished

Expertly assembled mechanism of the First model exemplifies the manifestation of
durability and reliability.
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walnut.
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Orsis Varmint M

Orsis Varmint

ORSIS
SPORT
It might be а participation for someone,
but it is just another victory for Orsis

Orsis F-Class

Glock Pistols
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Orsis sporting rifles are created for those who aspire nothing less than victory. For quite a while Orsis
rifles have been the successful choice for many Russian and foreign shooters which was confirmed
by their numerous victories in national and international competitions. Models of this line which were
developed with expert support of the National Sharp-Shooting Federation are highly competitive in
benchresting, sniping, F-class and other types of bullet shooting. Therefore, Orsis sporting rifles
rightfully earned the trust and recognition of sportsmen around the world.
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Winnings and achievements
with Orsis rifles

2012 / USA
National record was established at the World F-Class Championship
in the USA in the category of 915 meters
2012 / UK
Two silver scores at the European F-class Championship
2012 and 2013 / Hungary
Winning score in the World Cup among police and military snipers
2013 / Czech Republic
Winning score in the Czech Republic Sniper Weapons World Championship
with International Presence of Military and Police Snipers
2014 / UK
Having Orsis T-5000 rifle in hand at the prestigious international McQueen
Competition sharp-shooting tournament, British shooter Ian Berry demonstrated excellent results in three different classes (B-Class, E-Class and F-Class),

of the tournament. Not a single shooter ever managed to achieve such tremendous success in different classes before with the same rifle.

2015/ Hungary
Chinese team with Orsis T-5000 rifles won all five gold medals at the
14th Military and Police Sniper World Cup. In military individual category
Wang Yongchuan received the “Best of Best” title among all participants
of the World Cup.
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qualifying for the finals in each! This is an unprecedented event in the history

ORSIS SPORT
Caliber

Twist rate

Grooves

Barrel length

.223 Remington

8 (10)

4 (5R)

24" (610 mm)

.243 Winchester

10

4 (5R)

6.5x55 SE

8

4 (5R)

.308 Winchester

11

4 (5R)

.300 Winchester Magnum

11

6 (5R)

.338 Lapua Magnum

10.75

6 (5R)

*the rifles can be equipped with spare barrels
**extra fee options are shown in brackets

ORSIS VARMINT M
Technology for Champions
Varminting as a kind of sport hunting is extremely common in the United States and is increasingly gaining popularity in Russia. Orsis SE Varmint M model
was developed especially for varminting fans and dedicated for sport competitions and special types of hunting. This rifle is made on the basis of a repeater
bolt action with two front locking lugs and is equipped with a heavy free-floating rifled stainless steel barrel produced by CNC single-pass cut-rifling technology.
This method, called «Technology for Champions», represents the most advanced one as most world records in shooting sports were established using rifles
with barrels manufactured under exactly this technology.
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24" (610 mm)
26" (660 mm)

26" (660 mm)
27.5" (700 mm)
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Orsis Varmint M Design

Vertically adjustable butt pad

Three-position

Two-lugged sliding

Orsis tactical four-chambered muzzle

in special wear-resistant rubber

safety catch

breech bolt action

brake compensator

Various bolt handle grips option
when ordering

Picatinny rail

Barrel flutes reduce weight

for all types of scopes

and enhance barrel cooling

Cheek piece vertical
adjustment option

High-accuracy barrel is made of special barrel-grade
stainless steel. CNC single-pass cut-rifling bore processing

Originally designed adjustable two-stage pull

Stock

Swivel for mounting

trigger mechanism, reliable dust and dirt protection

in arms-grade laminate

a bipod or a sling

Orsis Varmint

Single Shot Model

Stock Design Model

M5
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Detachable magazine
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ORSIS SPORT

Orsis Varmint M

The rifle is equipped with an original trigger
assembly developed in the company’s own
design bureau. The assembly is isolated
from hazardous external influence.
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Design particulars

Cheek piece vertical adjustment option

The model is equipped with a heavy free-floating Orsis single-pass cut rifling
stainless steel barrel, fluted to reduce weight and cooling time reduction.
Barrel profile is tactical. The rifle is equipped with an Orsis Model 008 muzzle

All metal parts of basic option rifles are matted

ORSIS HIGH-PRECISION FIREARMS SYSTEMS

brake compensator.

ORSIS SPORT
Caliber

Twist rate

.300 Winchester Magnum

11 (9.5, 10)

.308 Winchester

11 (10)

6.5x55 SE

8 (9)

.338 Lapua Magnum

10.75 (9.5)

Grooves

Barrel length

4 (6)

30” (762 mm)

ORSIS F-CLASS
High precision triumph
Orsis F-Class rifle is designed for sporting high-accuracy long range shooting. The rifle is built on a base of a single shot bolt action with two front lugs and
equipped with a heavy free-floating Orsis single-pass cut-rifling stainless steel barrel. Original trigger mechanism developed in the company’s own design
bureau, isolated from hazardous external influence by its construction, is installed on the rifle.
Orsis F-Class rifles are not listed as serial production and are available only custom-made.
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Orsis F-Class Model Design

Vertically adjustable butt pad

Three-position

in special wear-resistant rubber

safety catch

Heavy-duty stainless steel bolt action assembly

Various bolt handle

Picatinny rail

grips option when ordering

to fit all types of sighting devices

Vertically adjustable

Originally constructed adjustable

Sport-type

Fore-end

High-accuracy Orsis barrel is made of special

two-stage pull trigger assembly,

laminated stock

width 3’’ to shoot

barrel-grade stainless steel. CNC single-pass cut-rifling

without support

technology applied

reliable dust and dirt protection

In the fall of 2012 shooter Evgeny Shcherbakov won two silver medals at the European F-Class Championship in
England with an Orsis rifle (.308 Win). With the same rifle Evgeny Shcherbakov set a national record in the distance
of 915 meters: 199v12x (199 points; size «10» = 1MOA, 12 hits in 0.5 MOA zone) in the 2012 F-Class World
Championship held in the United States.
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cheek piece

ORSIS SPORT
Glock 17

Glock 34

Glock 35

Calibers

9x19

9x19

.40

Length (breech), mm

186

207

207

Height, mm

138

138

138

Width, mm

30

30

30

Barrel length, mm

114

135

135

Magazine capacity

17

17

15

Weight unloaded

625

650

695

GLOCK PISTOLS 17 / 34 / 35
Revolution in production
Glock pistols are perhaps the most renowned, reliable and undemanding self-loading handguns enjoying consistently high demand worldwide. In the mid-70s
the company’s founder Gaston Glock set out to create the perfect handgun which would be extremely easy to use and maintain, lightweight and boast high
reliability and firepower. The launch of Austrian Glock pistols revolutionized small arms production. Nowadays the company produces the fourth generation
of semi-auto pistols. Glock 17, 34, 35 models have an integrated Safe Action system which fully meets contemporary requirements.
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Glock 17

Semi-auto Glock 17, 34, 35 fourth generation pistols comprise a Safe Action
integrated trigger system. Due to their unique design they fully meet all modern
requirements for sporting weapons and have the following features:
•

lightweight;

•

large magazine capacity;

•

maximum safety in use;

•

flawless functionality.

The automatic system of Glock pistols functions on the base of short-stroke barrel
recoil. The firearm’s locking assembly utilizes a breech end of barrel that locks into
the ejection port cut-out in the slide.
The pistol is equipped with an integrated safety system. Safe Action trigger assembly
eliminates the necessity for additional mechanical safety locks. Unlike traditional
pistols, the trigger assembly in Glock pistols is the only operating element. All
three safety mechanisms are automatically disengaged when the trigger is pulled
and reactivated again when the trigger is released which prevents the possibility
of accidental discharge had the pistol dropped. Ergonomic pistol frame is made of
extra-durable polymers and reinforced with hardened steel.
The frame design offers the option of interchangeable grip plates to meet individual
physical requirements of the shooter.
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Glock 34
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ORSIS
PRODUCTION

It might be аn achievement for someone,
but it is just a pattern for Orsis
«Promtechnologia» arms factory is a unique research and production facility and one of the leading enterprises
in Europe in terms of technical equipment. The company has introduced the highest production standards which
result in creating arms superior in number of performance properties compared with foreign analogues. Orsis brand
factory is equipped with modern machinery and manufactures high-tech products competitive in price and quality
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Production
up-to-date
Serial arms production of Orsis rifles is based on
the scientific and industrial facility of the Moscow
arms factory «Promtechnologia». Its foundation
was supported by the leading Russian and foreign
small arms production experts as well as National
Federation of Sharp-Shooting experts. The factory
integrates a full rifles production cycle: barrels, bolt
assemblies, triggers and stocks, including assembly,
quality control and fire tests of completed products.

The company holds all necessary
licenses and permits for small arms
ORSIS HIGH-PRECISION FIREARMS SYSTEMS

production and is ISO 9001- certified.
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PRODUCTION

High-Tech
Equipment
The facility is equipped with modern equipment
which ensures consistently high level of product
quality at every production stage. Our specialists
have over 40 processing СNС hubs for deep drilling,
turning, milling, laser and electroerosion processing
and cryogenic chamber. Russia’s only high-precision
grinding lathe with video measurement system allows
production of tools for special works. The number of
technology processes introduced in and engaged for
the production of Orsis rifles represents an outstanding
achievement for the global arms industry.

Our specialists have over 40 processing
СNС hubs.
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Key Facts and Particulars of Production

High-Precision
Technologies
Orsis arms factory is one of the leading brands
in manufacturing high-accuracy rifled barrels enabling
a single-pass cut-rifling CNC technology. Single-pass
cut-rifling is today one of the most accurate and
expensive methods of manufacturing barrels: a special
rifling cutter process one groove in one pass through
a bore, removing approximately 1 micron of metal.
It requires at least 80 passes to finish a bore groove.

Single-pass cutting is often called
the «technology for champions».
in shooting sports are set with rifles,
equipped with single-pass cut-rifled barrels.
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The majority of today’s world records
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PRODUCTION

High-End
Materials
Contemporary high-accuracy arms systems can be
produced only of first class materials. Production
and testing laboratory experts in the factory monitor
and test every batch of commodities supplied for
production, major share of which is largely purchased
from domestic producers. The only exception is wood
laminate and high-quality barrel-grade steel used for
barrels’ production: 416R stainless steel and 4140
chromium-molybdenum steel. Stocks are made of
different materials: wood laminate (special arms-grade
plywood), fine wood and aluminum.

Bolt actions and trigger assemblies
are produced of Russian-made
special heavy-duty stainless steel.
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Key Facts and Particulars of Production

Innovative
Development
All innovative technical findings implemented in
Orsis high-accuracy arms manufacturing process are
developed in the «Promtechnologia» company’s own
design bureau. Design is implemented on the base of
current computer software, modeling tools and CNC
operating programs compilation. There is permanent
company’s cooperation with the leading Russian
research institutes and higher education facilities
experts specializing in metalworking, materials,
design and advanced arms systems testing.

The Moscow factory assembles Glock
pistols, Marocchi shotguns and semi-auto

International
Cooperation

Orsis-made barrels.

Excellent quality of arms, innovative attitude and
high efficiency of «Promtechnologia»’ company team
attracted attention of renowned arms brands and
resulted in agreements with Glock (Austria), ArmaLite
(USA) and Marocchi (Italy).
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hunting carbines AR-10 and M-15 with
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ORSIS SERVICE

It might be а promise for someone,
but it is a warranty for Orsis
«Promtechnologia» company pays special attention to additional services for
Orsis rifles availability, offering some of them which are unique for the Russian
arms market. All company’s services intentions are focused on the matter that
each Orsis gun would meet requirements and comply with the nature of its owners.
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Exclusive service
Rifle Orsis T-5000 M with Ceracote Desert Sand coating

GRAPHITE BLACK

SNIPER GREY

Rifled Barrel
Replacement

Cerakote
Coating Application

«Promtechnologia» company offers a unique service

In order to improve arms durability the company offers

for Russia: sale and installation of rifled barrels for

service for Cerakote coating application on the metal

ORSIS and other manufacturers’ firearms. Orsis

parts of a product - a special liquid ceramics sintered

TUNGSTEN

under gentle temperature conditions. A series of
independent tests conducted at US military facilities

cut-rifling technology (caliber from 5.6 to 9.3 mm).

on the basis of ASTM D4060 Standard, showed

This method allows manufacturing barrels with perfect

that Cerakote coating had demonstrated endurance

internal geometry and exceptional shooting accuracy.

superior to all existing analogues. «Promtechnologia»

The company holds all necessary licenses for its

is the exclusive partner of this coating’s developer –

services and all types of its works are warranted.

company NIC Industries (USA). We employ only

Moscow «Promtechnologia» arms factory represents

proprietary methods of application and compositions

one of the leading European manufacturers of high-

that ensure arms surfaces’ resistance to corrosion and

accuracy rifled barrels made by single-pass cut-rifling

mechanical damage.

ODB GREEN

DESERT SAND

technology.
TITANIUM
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barrels are made of 416R high-quality stainless steel
and 4140 chrome-molybdenum steel by single-pass

SERVICES
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Warranty and Maintenance

Maintenance

General Works:
•

iron sights Installation*;

•

barrel replacement*;

•

trigger assembly adjustment, repair and

•

fluting*;

replacement*;

•

barrel matting;

installation, spare parts manufacture, as well as a

•

glass-bedding (including pillar bedding);

•

terracotta coating (stainless steel only);

range of additional services.

•

glass-blasting treatment (matting);

•

threading for Orsis muzzle brake compensator;

•

scope sighting-in (day/night vision);

The company’s Service Center provides warranty and
post-warranty Orsis rifles servicing, sighting systems

Rifles’ Maintenance:

•

trigger assembly installation*;

•

professional cleaning of all assemblies;

•

picatinny rail fitting;

•

repair works;

•

installing mount for pre-objective attachment

•

failure diagnostics.

(T-5000 Rifle);
•

* only for Orsis products
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Barrel:

muzzle correction.

Artistry

Orsis Custom

«Promtechnologia» company provides customers with a unique service of

Unique arms can be produced in a single copy and in limited quantity batches.

an individually decorated rifle. Any composition and plot intentions might be

Full manufacturing of the rifle from initial design to final sale takes usually a year

implemented at the highest level. The range of embellishment options employed

at least. Following order completion, the client is issued with a certificate for the

in custom weapon’s creation is quite wide, from checkering and cutting on the

finished product indicating its main operational properties, as well as warranty

stock, decorative precious metals overlays application to all metal parts of the arms

service on special conditions.

engraving. Particular attention is given to the trigger shapes, bolt handle and other
elements that assist to emphasize the personality of the rifle’s owner.

ORSIS HIGH-PRECISION FIREARMS SYSTEMS
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Customized offers
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Dealer Network
Currently the company enjoys a stable stance in Russia and other countries and is
constantly increasing its market presence and expanding the geography of sales.
Today the Orsis brand’s dealer network counts over 70 offices in 6 countries.
«Promtechnologia» carries on increasing the number of regions with its presence. It
invites for cooperation companies specializing in wholesale and retail sale of firearms
and licensed sports organizations. The company is pleased to offer flexible terms
and individual approach to any customer at all stages of cooperation.

Contacts
«Promtechnologia» (Orsis) factory address:
14 Podyomnaya St., building 8, 109052, Moscow, Russia.
Main Entrance:
19 Smirnovskaya St., Moscow, Russia.
Orsis Service Center and Showroom are situated within factory’s premises.
Phone:
+ 7 (495) 647-8881 / retail department
+ 7 (495) 647-8882 / wholesale department
+ 7 (495) 647-8883 / export department
info@orsis.com
www.orsis.com
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www.orsis.com

